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UNDERSTANDING Si501/2/3/4 TARGET APPLICATIONS 
BASED ON TIMING PERFORMANCE

1.  Introduction
This Application Note summarizes the common measures of timing accuracy, provides specific measured and
calculated numbers for the Si501/2/3/4 CMEMS Family, and identifies selected digital systems which can use the
Si501/2/3/4 for their timing reference, and, thereby, benefit from its reliability, stability and long-term performance.
This Application Note also shows that the Si501/2/3/4 can serve as the reference clock to data-communication
systems (up to and including Fast Ethernet 10/100 Mbps), all data-processing systems, and lower performance
data-conversion applications.

Oscillators are used to provide timing references to digital systems. A perfect timing reference would generate a
repeating sequence of rising edges spaced apart by the period, T, with every period being exactly T. In the real
world, however, all timing references have some deviation or error in the oscillation period due to noise. In every
digital system, some amount of timing error is acceptable and will not cause any observable degradation to the
digital system’s performance. The amount and type of acceptable timing error is different for different digital
systems.

2.  Types of Timing Error
The four primary measures of timing uncertainty are:

1.  Frequency accuracy in units of parts-per-million (ppm), measured as the reciprocal of the average period 
of many (>1million) consecutive periods 

2.  Phase jitter, or edge uncertainty, in seconds (s), measured in the frequency domain over a frequency 
band, offset from the fundamental frequency by integrating or measuring timing error from Fstart to Fstop 
(e.g., 12 kHz to 20 MHz), and composed of both:

a. Statistically random jitter, using root-mean-square (rms) quantities
b. Statistically deterministic jitter, using peak-to-peak (ptp) quantities

3.  Period jitter, or variation, measured in seconds (s), between the following:
a. Adjacent edges, N=1, as either a statistical (rms) or max (ptp) of K measurements (this is the default 

for period jitter)
b. Two edges spaced N periods apart as a max (ptp) of K measurements (also called long term jitter 

(LTJ) or N cycle jitter)
4.  Cycle-to-cycle jitter, measured in seconds(s), as the difference between adjacent periods, both max 

positive and max negative, over K measurements
Refer to Silicon Labs application notes AN687 and AN279 for a detailed derivation of how these timing errors are
interrelated and measured.
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3.  Types of Digital Function
There are three basic types of digital system functions. Each is sensitive to different types of timing error and
therefore requires different timing specifications to ensure their functionality:

1.  Data processing circuits required to meet data throughput setup and hold timing limits will specify reference 
clock frequency accuracy and either period jitter (N=1) or cycle-to-cycle jitter.

2.  Data communication circuits required to meet transmit and receive eye-diagram limits will specify reference 
clock frequency accuracy and phase jitter or period jitter (N>1) for a specific data stream length (N = # data 
bits).

3.  Data conversion circuits required to meet signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or audio/video clarity limits will specify 
reference clock frequency accuracy and phase jitter or period jitter (N>1).

Each of the digital system functions listed above requires a certain level of frequency accuracy. This limit is typically
well known by system engineers and can easily be compared to the specified Si501/2/3/4 frequency accuracy limit.
The Si501/2/3/4 comes in two frequency accuracy versions, ±50 ppm and ±20 ppm. This level of frequency
accuracy will meet the requirements of all digital systems, with the exception of those currently served by TCXO,
VCXO, or OCXO components.

4.  Data Processing Applications
Data processing applications must ensure that the Controller or Processor instruction completes between each
clock edge. In many advanced processors, the reference clock is multiplied up to a higher internal frequency.
Variations in the internal clock period will include PLL supply noise, coupled noise on the internal clock signal, and
reference clock noise. In many systems ~1% of the internal clock period is allocated to reference clock jitter. So for
a 100 MHz internal reference clock, <100 ps (= 1% x 1/100E6) of jitter is allowed. This means the reference clock
ptp period jitter must be less than 100 ps, which the Si501/2/3/4 easily meets with both TYP and MAX data sheet
specifications for ptp period jitter.

5.  Data Communication Applications
Data communication applications must transmit or receive data with an eye diagram mask, as shown in Figure 1,
while meeting a certain Bit-Error-Rate (BER) in the transmitted data. The eye diagram edge uncertainty (or closure)
results from the reference clock jitter plus many other contributors, such as coupled system noise, data dependent
jitter, and transmitter jitter. 
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Figure 1. Data Transmission Eye Diagram
Each digital communication system has an associated integration band where the reference clock jitter is
important. This integration band is determined by the transmitter and the receiver PLL loop bandwidths (BW). The
transmitter and receiver PLLs track the reference clock jitter within their BW and attenuate it above their BW.
Therefore the only relevant reference clock jitter is that which is not filtered, and thus which the receiver cannot
track. 

The combined PLLs create a band-pass filter which is applied to the reference clock phase jitter. This band-pass
filter is referred to as the digital communication system integration band. The band begins with a lower-limit
frequency (Fstart) and is bounded by an upper-limit frequency (Fstop). Therefore, each digital communication
system's reference clock phase jitter must be filtered by the relevant integration band.

In most data communication standards, anywhere from 10% to 35% of the Unit Interval (UI) is allocated to transmit
jitter (UI = one transmitted bit period, which is the reciprocal of the raw data rate). Based on various system
parameters, the jitter is typically specified as max (ptp) phase jitter from Fstart to Fstop, which can be converted to
rms jitter, if the deterministic jitter and acceptable BER are known. Data communication standards and Si501/2/3/4
performance are listed in Table 1.

6.  Data Conversion Applications
Data conversion applications must ensure that the SNR of the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) or Digital-to-Analog (D/A)
converter is not compromised by reference clock jitter. This means that the sampling noise created by the
reference clock should not be more than half that of the normal quantization noise.

The full-scale quantization noise of data converters is known to be SNR dB = 6.02 ENOB + 1.76, where ENOB is
the effective number of bits. The SNR, due to sampling jitter, is SNR dB = 20 log (1/(2 x pi x Fmax x tjit_rms)) where
tjit_rms is the total rms jitter and Fmax is the highest A/D input or D/A output frequency. Note that the faster the
Fmax frequency, the more error is created for the same sampling jitter. Also note that Fmax is not always the same
frequency as the reference clock frequency.

Equating these and solving for tjit_rms provides tjit_rms = 1/(7.69 x Fmax x 2^ENOB). 

For example, a system with ENOB = 8 bits and Fmax = 10 MHz, requires tjit_rms < 51 ps, which we would then
divide by two for margin. 25.5 ps would be the maximum reference clock phase jitter integrated from the lowest
frequency of interest to the bandwidth of the encoder. If the lowest frequency of interest was 10 kHz and the
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bandwidth of the encoder was 20 MHz (2x Fmax), then the integration band would be between 10 kHz to 20 MHz. 

Because the first generation of circuitry used in the Si501/2/3/4 has relatively high ‘close in’ phase noise
(<100 kHz), it is not suitable for these types of high-resolution data conversion applications. In this example, the
Si501/2/3/4 phase noise integrated from 10 kHz to 20 MHz exceeds 25.5 ps. Similarly, for the audio band of 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, the Si501/2/3/4 jitter allows an ENOB of 14 bits which is below that of CD quality audio (ENOB=16) and
well below HiDef audio (ENOB=24). Applications with lower resolution or Fmax, for example 6 bits with
Fmax=10 MHz or 8 bits with Fmax=2.5 MHz, should be okay.

7.  Summary
In summary, the Si501/2/3/4 has a very good jitter profile for many types of applications and standards. Its
frequency accuracy, period jitter, and cycle-to-cycle jitter are industry-leading for its oscillator class, and its
integrated phase jitter is acceptable for many target digital communications applications. See Table 1 for a list of
suitable data communications applications. 
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Table 1. Si501/2/3/4 Performance and Application for Data Communication Standards

Application TX Ref Freq Data Rate Bandwidth P-P 
Transmit

Jitter

Clock Phase 
Jitter Limit rms

(note2)

Si501/2/
3/4 Typ 

rms
(note1)

10/100 MB 
Ethernet
(note 4)

25 MHz 125 Mbps 20 kHz–
20 MHz

0.175 UI 50 ps
(50% x .0125 UI)

Yes
32 ps

Gb Ethernet
(note 4)

25 MHz,
125 MHz

1.25 Gbps 0.637–10 MHz 0.24 UI 6.8 ps
(50% x .0171 UI)

No
1.5 ps

10 G Ethernet
(note 4)

25 MHz,
156.25 MHz

10.3225 Gbps 0.637–20 MHz 0.28 UI 1.0 ps
(50% x .02 UI)

No
1.6 ps

100 G Ethernet 156.25 MHz 4x25 Gbps 1.875–20 MHz 0.28 UI 0.40 ps
(50% x .02 UI)

No
0.8 ps

DDR2 25 MHz
(seed clk)

0.8 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

±125 ps 
clock

7.6 ps 
(50% x 15.2 ps 

rms)

Yes
1.6 ps

DDR3 25 MHz
(seed clk)

1.6 Gbps 200 cycle  
(0.125us)

±60 ps 
clock

3.6 ps period jit.
(50% x 7.3 ps rms)

Yes
2.4 ps

DDR4
(note5)

25 MHz
(seed clk)

2.4 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

±0.1 UI
clock

1.3 ps
(50% x .006 UI)

No
1.6 ps

DisplayPort 
(note 8)

— 5.4 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

0.28 UI RJ 3.6 ps Yes
1.6 ps

Fibre Channel 106.25 MHz 1.0625 Gbps 0.637–10 MHz 0.21 UI 7.1 ps
(50% x 0.015 UI)

Yes
1.5 ps

HDMI 1.3
(note 7)

74.25 MHz 3.4 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

0.25 UI 3 ps
(50% x .021 UI)

Yes
1.6 ps

Note:
1. Si501/2/3/4 suitability based on calculation of approximate performance and does not apply to systems that recover an 

audio or video sampling clock from the data transmission bit streams due to limitations noted in the ‘Data Conversion 
Applications’ section.

2. Splitting transmit eye limit 50/50 deterministic/random for BER=1E-12 allows approximation of allowable reference RMS 
jitter = 50% P-P jitter/14 except as noted.

3. Per GR253-CORE-003 section 5.6.2.3.6 (SONET).
4. Per IEEE 802.3-2008 (GigE). We have demonstrated that the Si501 supports GbE functionality in our lab, but it is not 

standard compliant and not recommended for use in GbE applications.
5. Per JESD 79-4 (DDR4), BER=1E-16. P-P jitter budget is assumed (not specified) to be half random, half deterministic. 

RMS jitter = (P-P jitter/2)/16.4.
6. Per USB 3.0 Specification, May 2011.
7. Per HDMI 1.3 June 22, 2006, BER=1E-9, clock jitter 0.25 tbit = 1/3.4 Gbps.
8. Per VESA Display Port 1.1a.
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PCIe Gen2 25 MHz
(seed clk)

5 Gbps 5–16 MHz 3.1 ps rms
clock

1.5 ps
(50% x 3.1 ps)

Yes
0.7 ps

PCIe Gen3 25 MHz
(seed clk)

8 Gbps 2–5 MHz 1.0 ps rms
clock

0.5 ps
(50% x 1.0 ps)

Yes
0.3 ps

SATA 1,2,3
SAS 1,2

25 MHz seed clk,
75,100,150 MHz

6 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

0.20 UI RJ 2.4 ps
(0.014 UI)

Yes
1.6 ps

USB 2.0 12, 24, 48, 
96 MHz

480 Mbps 480 symbol LTJ 
(1us)

±0.1 UI 22 ps period jit.
(75% x .014 UI)

Yes
15 ps

USB 3.0
(note 6)

20, 25, 30, 40 
MHz

5 Gbps 0.6–20 MHz 
estimated

0.17 UI RJ 2.4 ps Yes
1.6 ps

XAUI 125 MHz 3.125 Gbps 1.875–10 MHz 0.35 UI 4.0 ps
(50% x 0.025 UI)

Yes
0.8 ps

SONET OC-12
(note 3)

77.76 MHz 622 Mbps 12 kHz–
20 MHz

0.1 UI 5.7ps 
(50% x 0.007 UI)

No
75 ps

SONET OC-
192

(note 3)

622.08 MHz 9.95 Gbps 50 kHz–
80 MHz

0.1 UI 0.36 ps
(50% x 0.007 UI)

No
10 ps

SONET OC-3
(note 3)

77.76 MHz 155 Mbps 12 kHz–
20 MHz

0.1 UI 23 ps
(50% x 0.007 UI)

No
75 ps

SONET OC-48
(note 3)

155.52 MHz 2.48 Gbps 12 kHz–
20 MHz

0.1 UI 1.4 ps
(50% x 0.007 UI)

No
75 ps

Table 1. Si501/2/3/4 Performance and Application for Data Communication Standards (Continued)

Application TX Ref Freq Data Rate Bandwidth P-P 
Transmit

Jitter

Clock Phase 
Jitter Limit rms

(note2)

Si501/2/
3/4 Typ 

rms
(note1)

Note:
1. Si501/2/3/4 suitability based on calculation of approximate performance and does not apply to systems that recover an 

audio or video sampling clock from the data transmission bit streams due to limitations noted in the ‘Data Conversion 
Applications’ section.

2. Splitting transmit eye limit 50/50 deterministic/random for BER=1E-12 allows approximation of allowable reference RMS 
jitter = 50% P-P jitter/14 except as noted.

3. Per GR253-CORE-003 section 5.6.2.3.6 (SONET).
4. Per IEEE 802.3-2008 (GigE). We have demonstrated that the Si501 supports GbE functionality in our lab, but it is not 

standard compliant and not recommended for use in GbE applications.
5. Per JESD 79-4 (DDR4), BER=1E-16. P-P jitter budget is assumed (not specified) to be half random, half deterministic. 

RMS jitter = (P-P jitter/2)/16.4.
6. Per USB 3.0 Specification, May 2011.
7. Per HDMI 1.3 June 22, 2006, BER=1E-9, clock jitter 0.25 tbit = 1/3.4 Gbps.
8. Per VESA Display Port 1.1a.
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SD-SDI No – 
does not 

meet 
jittter 

require-
ment

HD-SDI

Dual Link SDI

3G-SDI

Table 1. Si501/2/3/4 Performance and Application for Data Communication Standards (Continued)

Application TX Ref Freq Data Rate Bandwidth P-P 
Transmit

Jitter

Clock Phase 
Jitter Limit rms

(note2)

Si501/2/
3/4 Typ 

rms
(note1)

Note:
1. Si501/2/3/4 suitability based on calculation of approximate performance and does not apply to systems that recover an 

audio or video sampling clock from the data transmission bit streams due to limitations noted in the ‘Data Conversion 
Applications’ section.

2. Splitting transmit eye limit 50/50 deterministic/random for BER=1E-12 allows approximation of allowable reference RMS 
jitter = 50% P-P jitter/14 except as noted.

3. Per GR253-CORE-003 section 5.6.2.3.6 (SONET).
4. Per IEEE 802.3-2008 (GigE). We have demonstrated that the Si501 supports GbE functionality in our lab, but it is not 

standard compliant and not recommended for use in GbE applications.
5. Per JESD 79-4 (DDR4), BER=1E-16. P-P jitter budget is assumed (not specified) to be half random, half deterministic. 

RMS jitter = (P-P jitter/2)/16.4.
6. Per USB 3.0 Specification, May 2011.
7. Per HDMI 1.3 June 22, 2006, BER=1E-9, clock jitter 0.25 tbit = 1/3.4 Gbps.
8. Per VESA Display Port 1.1a.
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Silicon Laboratories Inc.
400 West Cesar Chavez
Austin, TX 78701
Tel: 1+(512) 416-8500
Fax: 1+(512) 416-9669
Toll Free: 1+(877) 444-3032
Please visit the Silicon Labs Technical Support web page:
https://www.silabs.com/support/pages/contacttechnicalsupport.aspx
and register to submit a technical support request.
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liability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation 
consequential or incidental damages. Silicon Laboratories products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use in applications intend-
ed to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the Silicon Laboratories product could create a situation where 
personal injury or death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Silicon Laboratories products for any such unintended or unauthorized 
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